We have recently developed a simulation approach to calculate the equilibrium phase diagram of particle-based microphase former. Here, this approach is used to calculate the phase behavior of the square-well-linear model for different strengths and ranges of the linear long-range repulsive component. The results are compared with various theoretical predictions for microphase formation. The analysis further allows us to better understand the mechanism for microphase formation in colloidal suspensions.
I. INTRODUCTION
In simple liquids, gas-liquid coexistence results from particles attracting one another. When a sufficiently strong and long-range repulsion frustrates this attraction, however, microphases supersede the condensed phase. Interestingly, the formation of these mesoscale structures is nearly as common as the bulk behavior it replaces. Microphases are indeed observed in systems as diverse as magnetic alloys [1] , Langmuir films [2] , and protein solutions [3] , irrespective of the physical origin of the competing short-range attractive and long-range repulsive (SALR) interaction [1, 4] .
Microphases can also become ordered, resulting in structures that are both elegant and useful. For instance, block copolymers [5] [6] [7] -wherein chain connectivity frustrates the immiscibility of the different chain components-can form a rich array of periodic morphologies, such as clusters, lamellae, and gyroid [8, 9] , as well as exotic structures, such as zigzag [10] and O 70 [11] phases. The experimental controllability and reproducibility of some of these structures further enable their industrial uses for drug delivery [12, 13] nanoscale patterning [14, 15] , and lithography [16, 17] , among others.
From a theoretical viewpoint, our understanding of microphase assembly is somewhat uneven. Insights from field theory, density-functional theory (DFT), selfconsistent field theory (SCFT), random-phase approximation (RPA) and others [1, 5, 8, 9, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] have been collated to describe various aspects of the thermodynamics and mesoscale structure of microphases. Some of the more microscopic features of microphase formers, however, remain harder to pinpoint. In particular, the relationship between the ordered microphase regime and the disordered phase that surrounds it has been challenging to fully capture. A cluster fluid and a percolating (gellike) fluid have been argued to either surround or substitute for the microphase regime; but whether the physical origin of these disordered features is a question of equilibrium [20, 26] or out-of-equilibrium dynamics [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] , or more akin to defect annealing [32] [33] [34] can be difficult * Electronic address: patrick.charbonneau@duke.edu to tease out. In addition to being an interesting physical question in its own right, it also muddles the interpretation of certain experiments. Suspensions of colloidal particles with SALR interactions, for instance, have been observed to from clusters and gels, but assemblies of periodic microphases have not yet been obtained [3, [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . In order to understand microphase assembly, the relationship between equilibrium statics and dynamics must be deconvoluted.
In this context, dynamical and thermodynamical insights from simulations would be beneficial. The numerical route, however, faces steep obstacles when periodic microphases are involved. The two main approaches traditionally used for delineating phase boundaries encounter serious difficulties. First, if one is willing to tolerate the hysteresis due to such a transition would severely caused by the interfacial free energy, slow annealing from high temperatures can sometimes suffice to sketch a phase diagram. The sluggish dynamics of the disordered phase in the vicinity of the microphase regime, however, limits the usefulness of this approach for identifying that regime. Second, even hysteresis-free and highaccuracy approaches developed for studying equilibrium phase behavior, such as Widom insertion, Gibbs ensemble Monte Carlo, and Frenkel-Ladd thermodynamic integration [40] , here suffer. The periodicity and occupancy of the mesoscale features can indeed be kept metastable relatively far from equilibrium, for arbitrarily long simulation times [41] . Finite-size effects are thus much more pronounced than for simpler models.
We have recently developed an approach to minimize these finite-size effects and identify the equilibrium phase behavior of simple microphase formers using numerical simulations [42] . This scheme builds on that developed for surmounting similar challenges in crystals with vacancies [43] , cluster crystals [44] , and lattice SALR models [41] . Here, we use this method to systematically study a model microphase former and compare the results with various analytical approximations. The plan for the rest of this paper is as follows. We first present a schematic microphase-forming model with a SALR interaction, and then detail the set of numerical tools used to examine its phase behavior. Various theoretical approximations of the phase behavior of this model are then presented. Finally, we discuss both differences between simulation and theory and the experimental consequences of our results, before briefly concluding.
Before diving into the core of the material, however, let us first make a terminological note. While gas-liquid coexistence terminates at a second-order critical point, Brazovskii predicted that the microphase regime terminates at a weakly first-order order-disorder transition (ODT) for systems with isotropic repulsion [23] . This behavior contrasts with that observed in systems with anisotropic repulsion, for which the ODT is then critical [45] . The transition from gas-liquid critical point to ODT in anisotropic systems is thus itself a high-order critical point, a so-called Lifshitz point [23, 45] . Some authors have chosen to mildly abuse the term by using it to also describe the comparable (but noncritical) transition in systems with isotropic repulsion [46] . For convenience, we also here make this analogy.
II. MODEL
SALR interactions in colloidal suspensions are typically due to short-range depletion attraction competing with long-range screened electrostatic repulsion [3, 36] . The precise physical origin of these interactions should not, however, play a large role on the system behavior. Critical Casimir attraction [47] and magnetic repulsion [48] , for instance, might also give rise to similar structures, although no such experimental system has yet been considered.
Here, we model the generic features of colloidal SALR interactions with a schematic square-well-linear (SWL) model. This model has a radially symmetric pair interaction potential, resulting in the total potential energy for a configuration r N with N particles to be given by
where the SALR pair interaction potential can itself be subdivided in two, u(r) = u HS (r) + u SALR (r). The first term contains the hard sphere (HS) volume exclusion
for spheres of diameter σ, where σ sets the unit of length. The second term is the SALR contribution proper,
comprised of a square-well attraction of width λσ and strength ε > 0-where ε sets the unit of energy-followed beyond λσ by a repulsive ramp of initial amplitude ξε(κ− λ) that decays linearly with r. In order to remain in a regime where, at small ξ, the gas-liquid critical point is stable with respect to the solubility line of the crystal, we chose λ = 3/2 [49] . Working in this regime (rather than at smaller λ) and its SALR perturbation also has the advantage of increasing the reversibility of interparticle bonding. Here, we consider the behavior of systems with κ = 2 → 6 for ξ both below (simple liquid) and above (microphase former) the Lifshitz point, ξ L .
III. SIMULATION METHODS
In this section we describe the Monte Carlo (MC) simulation methods used to extract the phase behavior of the SWL model. Note that in general, we run 5 − 7 replicates for 10
6 MC steps at each state point studied. In order to ensure sufficient sampling, different sets of MC moves are used for different regimes. Specifics are provided along with the method descriptions below, but all regimes share a core sampling scheme. Single-particle local moves are systematically performed using Metropolis MC with a maximal local displacement tuned, such that the acceptance ratio is kept between 40%-60%. Two types of nonlocal MC moves are also systematically performed: (i) 10% of the moves are system-wide random displacements, and (ii) 10% are aggregation volume biased (AVB) moves, which specifically displace a particle to the surface of another [50] . The AVB "in" region is set to the attraction radius, i.e., 1 < r < λ, and the "out" region is the rest of the system.
A. Expanded Thermodynamics
The periodic microphase regime is the most challenging one for which to obtain equilibrium configurations and free energy information. These equilibrium structures form a periodic lattice that does not have a fixed occupancy. For a temperature-density state point, one can thus obtain small features that are close to one another, or bigger features that are further apart. Moreover, although the thermodynamic ground state has a welldefined average feature size and spacing, the finite-size systems used in simulations can result in the stabilization of metastable states over arbitrarily long times [51] .
An expanded thermodynamics has been developed in order surmount comparable difficulties in crystals with vacancies [43] and in multiple-occupancy (cluster) crystals [44, 51] . The solution entails adding to entropytemperature ST , pressure-volume P V and chemical potential-number of particles µN , a pair of conjugate variables: the lattice occupancy n c and a chemical potential-like µ c . The differential form of the Helmholtz free energy is then
and at equilibrium, F (N, V, T ) = F c (N, V, T, n eq c ). which 
with ρ = N/V . The computational strategy consists of obtaining the free energy of various morphologies for n eq c , and then use those results along with the free energy results for the disordered phase to delimit the phase diagram of the model by common tangent construction.
Because it is not a genuine physical quantity, the most computationally convenient definition of n c for a given system can be chosen at will, and thus we select different definitions for each microphase morphology (Table I) . For instance, for the lamellar phase, we use the area number density per lamella, ̺ ℓ , while for cluster crystal phases, we use the average number of particles per cluster, n C .
B. Two-Step Thermodynamic Integration
In order to obtain the free energy of a given periodic microphase, we devise a two-step thermodynamic integration (TI) protocol, as schematized in Fig. 1 . This approach extends that developed for studying a lattice microphase former [52] to an off-lattice model with a richer set of microphase morphologies. A key requirement for the success of this scheme is to devise an integration path that connects a system whose free energy is known to the system of interest, while avoiding any first-order phase transition. The hysteresis such a transition would bring would severely reduce the accuracy of the method.
We choose as reference state the low-density limit of hard spheres under an external modulated field, F (r), whose symmetry is akin to the microphase morphology of interest (Table I) . In most cases, we use combinations of trigonometric functions with a wavevector k = 2π/ℓ that controls the distance ℓ between periods of the field. For example, for the lamellar phase, which is periodic in one dimension, we use a simple sinusoidal function F (r) = F 0 cos(kz), with k depending on the lattice occupancy, ̺ ℓ = ρℓ. The choice of field amplitude, F 0 , balances two considerations. On the one hand, it must be sufficiently strong for the morphology not to melt as the field is turned off (see below), and on the other hand it must be sufficiently weak for sampling to remain effective even in the highest-energy parts of the field. In practice, F 0 = 2-5 is found to be a good compromise.
For the double gyroid morphology, which is a bicontinuous phase that emerges from a minimal surface problem [53, 54] , the field that couples to the particle distribution is a bit more complex. It is chosen to be a sinusoidal function of an approximate description of the minimal surface. Note that this choice of function softens the edge of the gyroid volume, which facilitates sampling in that region.
Overall, the reference free energy for HS in a field is [55] 
where βf id (ρ) = ln(ρΛ 3 ) is the free energy of an ideal gas at density ρ, with the thermal de Broglie wave length, Λ, set to unity, without loss of generality. For some field symmetry, this expression can be further simplified, but parts of the integration must nonetheless be completed numerically.
The first TI step brings the system density up to the target ρ under a fixed field, which gives
Note that for the lamellar and cylindrical phases, a virtual harmonic spring
with stiffness k z is also applied to the box directions parallel to the mesoscale features. This spring ensures that the final configuration preserves the targeted lattice occupancy, but does not otherwise affect TI. In order to facilitate the numerical evaluation of the first TI step at low densities, we also compute the first two virial coefficients for HS in a field [55] 
where
is the HS Mayer function with the Heaviside theta function Θ(r), and Z F (β) = r dre βF (r) is the normalization constant. Again, these expressions can be further simplified for specific field symmetries, but the integration must nonetheless be completed numerically.
Because the first TI step is performed under a constant pressure MC scheme, we include logarithmic volume moves for a fraction 1/N of total MC moves [40] . The specific symmetry of these moves depends on the microphase morphology that is simulated: for lamellae, the directions perpendicular to the lamellae fluctuate together, independently of the third; for cylinders, the ratio between the directions parallel to the cylinder is kept fixed, in order to preserve the structure; for the other phases, the cubic symmetry of the box is maintained. For the FCC-cluster crystal phase, sampling is also accelerated by a cluster volume move algorithm specifically designed for this phase. The move consists of simultaneously changing the volume of the equilibrium lattice sites and the distance between the particles in the cluster, in order to minimize the generation of overlaps. Details can be found in Ref. 42 .
The second TI step, which brings finite-density hard spheres in a field to fully-interacting SWL particles, follows a linear alchemical transformation of the total system energy with α ∈ [0, 1]
which gives [40] 
In order to minimize the error due to numerical integration, a Gauss-Lobatto quadrature with 20 points is used.
Summing the various free energy contributions along the integration path finally gives
which is the free energy for a system constrained to a given microphase morphology and lattice occupancy.
The equilibrium free energy for the system, f (β, ρ), is then obtained by minimizing the results with respect to n c .
C. Cluster liquid regime
Upon increasing the fluid density from the ideal gas limit, the system forms a fluid of clusters before periodic microphases become thermodynamically stable. Clusters emerge suddenly yet continuously, and therefore the process does not formally correspond to a phase transition. In order to quantify this emergence, we adapt the tools developed for studying the critical micelle concentration (cmc) to which this process is analogous [42] .
In the spirit of the classical definition of the cmc, which situates the crossover as the point of most abrupt change in the physicochemical properties of the system [56] , we situate the onset of clustering at the minimum -when it exists -of
which measures deviations of the liquid equation of state from that of an ideal gas. The pronounced peak it exhibits in cluster-forming systems indicates a rapid change in the system properties. In practice, we determine the cmc by first fitting the numerical results for the equation of state to
where ρ s and ρ m are the single-particle and cluster (micelle) densities, respectively. Clusters are defined as containing at least two particles ij, in contact within their attractive range, i.e., r ij < λ. Every other particle is deemed a monomer. The second virial coefficients B 2,mm and B 2,sm are fitted to the simulation results, while we calculate [55]
In the cluster fluid regime, a fraction 1/N of the MC moves are virtual moves [57] , which enable efficient cluster displacements. As these moves have a significant computational overhead, however, they are only used in the nonpercolated cluster fluid regime, where the increased sampling efficiency warrants the cost.
D. Cluster percolation transition
Over a reasonably large range of temperatures, further increasing the fluid density, results in the roughly spherical clusters first turning into wormlike clusters and then into a disordered percolating network. Here again, although this change does not correspond to a thermodynamic transition, it nonetheless marks a significant change in the MC sampling efficiency. Cluster fluid configurations are relatively straightforward to sample (see above), but the percolated fluid requires the use of parallel tempering (see below). It is thus algorithmically useful to locate the onset of fluid percolation.
Here again, we define a pair ij of particles to be in contact if they are within their attraction range, i.e., if r ij < λ. The percolation transition, ρ p (T ), of the fluid is then determined by finite-size scaling of the midpoint of the percolation probability for different system sizes
where dν = 2.706 is the universal critical scaling for three-dimensional standard percolation [58] . The intercept gives the percolation onset in the thermodynamic limit, N → ∞ (Fig. 2) . Sampling in this regime is achieved by using 2 × 10
5
MC steps of elementary AVB moves and random local displacements for N = 200 to 1600. The percolation probability is obtained over at least 20 configurations, and over all box directions, in order to minimize finitesize effects [58, 59] .
E. Percolated fluid regime
In order to efficiently sample a configuration within the percolated fluid regime, we use a standard paralleltempering scheme with attempts to exchange configurations taking place a fraction 1/N of the MC moves. The temperature intervals and the number of configurations are chosen to ensure regular replica exchange takes place. For κ = 4, for instance, we find that ∆T = 0.0125 for T < 0.55 and ∆T = 0.0250 for T > 0.55 suffice for systems with N = 600 to 2400. In order to sample ergodically, for ρ < 0.25 the temperature chain goes up to T = 0.70, while for ρ > 0.45 the chain goes up to T = 1.00. In total, 20 to 100 system replicas are thus simulated.
The resulting equilibrium configurations enable the free energy to be obtained by standard TI over T and ρ [40] . Note that no discontinuity is observed in either the average potential energy U (Fig. 3) or the free energy (not shown), which suggests that a good sampling is obtained. This is also consistent with the absence of a phase transition around the percolation threshold as expected.
F. Gas-liquid coexistence, Lifshitz point and order-disorder transition
As mentioned in the Introduction, microphases form when the long-range repulsion is sufficiently strong, i.e. when ξ is above the Lifshitz point, ξ L (κ). For ξ < ξ L (κ), a standard gas-liquid coexistence is observed instead. In order to set a lower bound on ξ L (κ), we determine the gas-liquid coexistence regime of small ξ systems using a Gibbs Ensemble Monte Carlo (GEMC) scheme [40] . We simulate systems with N = 512 for κ =2 to 4, and with N = 1024 for κ = 5 and 6, using standard GEMC moves [40] : local single-particle displacements, volume exchanges for a fraction 1/N of the moves, and particle exchanges for 10% of the moves.
The critical point, (T c , ρ c ), is estimated from fitting the coexistence results at various temperatures where C 2 and B 0 are fit parameters and β c = 0.3264 is the three-dimensional Ising universality class critical exponent [60] . Figure 4a -c shows the simulation results for κ = 2, 4 and 6. From the failure of the GEMC coexistence determination, we estimate ξ L (2) = 4.5(5), ξ L (4) = 0.025 (5) and ξ L (6) = 0.0025 (5) . Note that the models we consider below have ξ = 6.0 for κ = 2, ξ = 0.05 for κ = 4, and ξ = 0.0318 for κ = 6, which are all well above ξ L (κ). These models are thus expected to form microphases.
As described in the introduction, for ξ > ξ L , the second-order gas-liquid critical point is replaced by a weakly first-order, order-disorder transition (ODT) [1, 5, 23] . The ODT is also the highest temperature at which periodic microphases melt. Because of the fairly symmetric form of the SWL interaction, the density where the ODT takes place, ρ ODT , lies within the lamellar phase and maximizes their melting temperature [4] . We can thus detect T ODT by monitoring the decay of the lamellar order parameter
We denote k c is the low-wavevector (k c ∈ (0, 2π)) maximum of the structure factor at ρ ODT . Because n c does not change much with T within this regime (see inset of Fig. 5 for n c at different ρ and T ), the occupancy is kept constant over the course of these simulations. More specifically, measurements are made with N = 8000 and start from ρ = 0.37 in the equilibrium lamellar phase with ℓ = 5.23 at T = 0.5 for κ = 4 and ℓ = 5.72 at T = 0.7 for κ = 6. The outcome of steadily heating these configurations is reported in in Figure 5 .
IV. THEORETICAL DESCRIPTIONS
In this section we consider two different theoretical estimates of the Lifshitz point for the SWL potential: (i) one based on the structure of the ground state, from a low-temperature approximation (LTA) of the interaction energy, and (ii) one based on the structure of the liquid, as approximated by the random phase approxi- mation (RPA). We also use RPA and a simple densityfunctional theory (DFT) to obtain the critical point, T c (κ, ξ), for ξ ≤ ξ L (κ), and RPA alone for estimating the microphase envelope (λ-line) ξ ≤ ξ L (κ).
Note that a more elaborate DFT formulation could also be used to determine the λ-line and the microphase morphologies, as has been done in two dimensions. [24, 25] Extending this treatment to our three-dimensional system is, however, beyond the scope of the current work.
A. Low-temperature approximation
We first use LTA to estimate by considering the long length scale structure of the ground state. A compact ground state is assumed to result from the system undergoing a gas-liquid separation and hence to have a Ising-like critical point. By contrast, a ground state with mesoscale features is assumed to result from the system having undergone an ODT. The transition from a compact to a mesoscale ground state should thus estimate ξ L .
In order to obtain a numerical estimate of the ground state structure, we follow the approach presented in Refs. 61, 62 , and adapted to the case of particle microphase formers by Ciach [4] . In this scheme, mesoscale ordering is considered to emerge when a finite wavevector, i.e., 0 < k < 2π instead of k = 0, dominates the Fourier transform of the average potential energy
where g(r) is the radial distribution function. A minimum at k > 0 can be found if Ũ (0; g(r)) is itself a maximum. The Lifshitz point that separates gas-liquid from microphase separation can thus be found by solving for ξ in
Using a low-temperature and low-density approximation of the radial distribution function, i.e., g(r) ≈ e −βu(r) ≈ e −βuHS(r) = Θ(r − 1), we obtain (for λ = 3/2)
The overall result is depicted in Figure 7 and, more specifically, ξ . This approximation is clearly very crude, but improving the description of g(r) is nontrivial. Although a better estimate of the HS structure could be considered, it would only slightly perturb the result because highk modifications do not carry over to the low-k regime. The wavelength of interest is indeed much larger than the particle diameter. Obtaining a better description of mesoscale ordering might more significantly improve the estimate, but developing such a description is beyond the scope of our study. In the next subsection, we instead consider approaching microphase formation from the simple liquid regime, where structural approximations are more forthcoming.
B. Random Phase Approximation
A simillar line of argument gives that a divergence of the structure factor, S(k), from the liquid phase corresponds to the homogeneous fluid phase becoming unstable to long length scale (small k) fluctuations. For a simple liquid, the gas-liquid spinodal can thus be extracted from the divergence of S(0), which is also the system compressibility ρk B T χ = S(0) [63] . A simillar divergence of S(k) at a small but non-zero k indicates instead the emergence of clustering, which suggests at the formation of microphases.
The random phase approximation (RPA) relates the structure factor to the Fourier transform of the OrnsteinZernike direct correlation function c(r; ρ), approximation for the structure of hard spheres. We thus obtainĉ
wherê
Recalling the PY approximation for three-dimensional HS [64] c PY (k; ρ) = −4π α + 2β + 4γ
and γ = η(1+2η) 2 2(1−η) 4 , for the hard sphere volume fraction η = 1 6 πρ, we can calculate the RPA estimate of S(k) for the SWL potential.
We then obtain
with
From the two densities at which χ diverges, we identify the spinodal regime; the temperature at which the two branches meet at a single point gives (T c , ρ c ).
For ξ > ξ L (κ), the gas-liquid spinodal and the critical point are replaced by the microphase regime and the order-disorder transition, respectively. The divergence of the structure factor then also takes place at k > 0. The onset of the k > 0 divergence thus determines the Lifshitz point, which can be extracted by expanding S(k) at small k,
We obtain ξ L = 2916 64κ 6 −2916κ+3645 for λ = 3/2, which is a form remarkably similar to the LTA result in Eq. (3), but with a numerator about 15% larger. We can also locate the boundary between T ODT and T c by examining the behavior of the full S(k). The ODT occurs when S(0) remains finite (and positive) as S(k) diverges for k = k c ∈ (0, 2π). An example is provided in Figure 6 , and the results for ξ L are given in Figure 7 . Because the characteristic length of the first peak is much larger than the hard sphere diameter [65] , it is not surprising to find that ξ L (2) = 1.33, ξ L (4) = 0.010, and ξ L (6) = 0.0009 are fairly close to the low-k expansion results ξ L (2) = 1.53, ξ L (4) = 0.0115, and ξ L (6) = 0.000981.
Generalizing this approach to different temperatures provides the pair of densities at which S(0) remains finite and positive while S(k c ) for k c ∈ (0, 2π) diverges, and thus provides the λ-line. Here again, we can invoke the separation of length scales between microphase features and the particle diameter to simplify the hard sphere contribution to the structure asĉ
The analysis of the divergence of S(k) is then streamlined because the k dependence comes from the SALR contribution alone. The wavevector that maximizes S(k) thus solves ∂ ∂kû SALR (k) k=kc = 0, and periodic microphases emerge when a solution occurs for k c ∈ (0, 2π). Note that this analysis also provides an estimate of ξ L , and, to order k sion dominates. When repulsion dominates for all k, the growth of larger mesoscale features is thus expected to be fully suppressed and the system to form a Wigner glass of clusters at low temperatures. These conditions set an upper ξ limit for the periodic microphase regime (Fig. 7) .
C. Simple density functional theory
The isothermal compressibility can also be obtained from the liquid free energy, i.e., χ = ∂ 2 f /∂v 2 . A simple DFT (compared to the DFT of Ref. 22 ) of the SWL model can thus estimate the instability of a uniform, disordered liquid. Assuming that the SWL liquid entropy is the same as that of a HS liquid, and that the SALR contribution is but a perturbation, the free energy per particle of the constant-density disordered phase becomes
where the PY approximation for HS gives
and
The spinodal, however, only emerges for a specific range of repulsion strength, i.e., for small ξ, where normal gasliquid phase separation takes place. We thus determine T c by identifying where the two branches that delimit the onset of the unphysical regime, i.e., ∂f /∂v = 0, meet.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
RPA and DFT predictions for T c are obtained at weak ξ (Fig. 4d) . As expected, T c monotonically decreases with increasing ξ, and, after normalizing the results at ξ = 0, the two approaches are essentially indistinguishable. This suggests a reasonably high degree of consistency between both mean-field-like description. The simulation results also follow qualitatively the same trend, but the actual numerical estimates are relatively poor.
Both LTA and RPA yield predictions for ξ L (κ) (Fig.  7) . This time, little quantitative difference is observed between the two approaches (only a few percent), despite them being based on markedly different physical principles. The two approaches are also systematically 2-3 times smaller than the numerical estimates of the Lifshitz point. This trend is consistent with the mean-field-like nature of the theories, and their neglect of fluctuations. In a real three-dimensional system, repulsion must indeed be strengthened compared to the mean-field prediction in order for periodic microphase order to spontaneously emerge. By contrast, the intermediate-temperature cluster fluid that is a precursor to the low-temperature Wigner glass is expected to be less sensitive to fluctuations, because it lacks long-range order. The periodic microphase regime being squeezed between the simple fluid and the Wigner glass regimes shrinks with κ (Fig. 7) . Fluctuations further depress ξ L (κ), and might be sufficient for the ordered microphase regime to disappear altogether at small κ. For instance, for κ = 2, ξ L (2) is essentially superimposed with the RPA Wigner glass boundary, and despite our best numerical efforts no stable periodic microphase regime could be located (Fig. 8) . The phase behavior of a system with ξ(2) = 6 > ξ L only displays a cmc-like clustering transition and the resulting clusters percolate upon further increasing density. The low-temperature regime remains disordered over all the T -ρ range considered, the system gradually freezing in place as T is lowered. This phenomenon is akin to "dynamic cluster glass" formation [66, 67] . The quantitative prediction for the Wigner glass regime from RPA thus does seem physically reasonable for this model.
For κ = 4 and κ = 6, phase diagrams with periodic microphase regimes were obtained numerically (at ξ = 0.05 and ξ = 0.0318, respectively). Qualitatively, these two phase diagrams are fairly similar and consistent with the periodic microphase sequence -cluster crystal, cylindrical, double gyroid and lamellar phases -of systems described by a comparable Landau free energy functional [4] . (An exhaustive search for microphase morphologies was, however, not attempted [42] .) The main qualitative differences are that the range of stability for the double gyroid is broader and the microphase regime is more extended for κ = 6. The latter observation is consistent with the RPA predictions ( Fig. 9(c) ). Indeed, although RPA overestimates the microphase envelope and T ODT , it does so consistently, predicting a broader and higher envelope for κ = 6 than for κ = 4. Remarkably, the discrepancy between RPA and the simulation results seems to shrink as the repulsion range increases (T RPA ODT = 0.946(1) v T ODT = 0.535(5) for κ = 4 and T RPA ODT = 1.243(1) v T ODT = 0.90(2) for κ = 6). A broader range of numerical results would, however, be needed to draw stronger conclusions from this observation. Surprisingly, the approximation that particles are uniformly distributed provides estimates closer to the numerical ODT than the PY approximation. The improvement of the ODT estimate, however, does not mean that the neglect of the hard sphere structure provides a more physicallyrealistic estimate, but rather that the structural approximations used are somewhat crude and cannot be systematically improved. A final remark on RPA is that its predictions for k c are fairly close to the numerical measurements, i.e., k RPA c (4) = 1.281 and k RPA c (6) = 1.114 vs k c (4) = 1.198 and k c (6) = 1.112. Interestingly, a similarly good agreement between mean-field treatments and numerical results was also observed in lattice systems [41] .
What may be most relevant for experiments is that the interplay between the percolated and the cluster fluid regimes, on the one hand, and the ordered microphase regime, on the other, appears fairly independent of the model parameters for large enough κ. An equilibrium fluid of clusters and an equilibrium (gel-like) percolated fluid surround the ordered microphase regime, and should therefore generally be taken into account when considering the assembly of periodic microphases, both in simulation and in colloidal experiments.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have used a recently-developed TI-based simulation scheme for solving the phase diagram of a continuous-space model with a microphase-forming regime. Predictions from RPA and other theoretical approximations are shown to be in reasonably good qualitative agreement with the numerical results. Quantitative discrepancies can mostly be ascribed to the mean-fieldlike nature of the theoretical treatments. In particular, the methods predict a lower ξ L than the simulation re- sults, and increasing the repulsion range appears to improve the agreement. The advance provided by the development of a numerical toolset for studying periodic microphases provides complete coverage of the phenomenology exhibited by models with SALR. In particular, it reveals the rich thermodynamic interplay between order and disorder in these systems. We thus expect this approach to eventually enable the complete elucidation of the dynamical behavior of colloidal microphase formers. [1, 36] 
